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from it had ignited other material and. there were two little fires burning. Well,

we rushed and covered the area between the fires as quickly as possible, and. we
not

found later that two had/actually been seen, but we had a moment there of fearing

our revelation might have been understood. It is easy to misunderstand. a revela

tion. You have to study it carefully to know exactly what it does mean, but this

we know. There is no accident in God's revelation. That He gives us is true and

dependable.

Sv we made our way on the next morning, made our way down this gorge and. got

down to the bottom quite easily, to our surprise. There were only two places we

needed to use the rope. Then we started down that gorge, and when we had gone a

short distance, we saw foot prints, and we couldn't imagine how footprintScould

get here. We found later that when came up it was this very gorge he had

come up. Now, o1 course, that doesn't mean he could have known he could have

gone up that recess; it doesn't mean he was seeking a purpose in doing it, and. if

he had he would have been way out in the wilderness fifty miles from anybody, but

it was mighty interesting that he should have come up the very gorge that first

day that was the one we now went down. Well, we went on down the gorge, climbed

up onto the platau,.. and crossed the plateau a way, and there was the knoll and.

there was the little tent, and. there were the boys, and we sat down in the little

tent and munched chocolate bars, and after a little while the time came when we were

to give the signal, and then again they spoke into the radioand we heard the people

up above, "Have you seen anything of the rescue party?" and they said, "yes, they

are right here." And we could hear them talking up above. They realized they

were right there, with the boys. All we needed was the shoes and. then we could

go on up. And then soon a plane came overhead and we saw the plane and. then we

saw a package drop down-- down, down, down and disappear over the side of the cliff.

We rushed out, and it was way over in the gorge and we had hunting

it and That was easier to go back and get

another pair of shoes. Well, one of the fellows went to the walkie-talkie and he
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